Abstract For automatic obstacle avoidance guidance during rotorcraft low altitude flight a reliable model of the nearby environment is needed. Such a model may be constructed by applying surface fitting techniques to the dense range map obtained by active sensing using radars. However, for covertness passive sensing techniques using electro-optic sensors is desirable. As opposed to the dense range map obtained via active sensing, passive sensing algorithms produce reliable range at sparse locations and, therefore, surface fitting techniques to fill the gaps in the range measurement are not directly applicable. Both, for automatic guidance and as a display for aiding the pilot, these disrete ranges need to grouped into sets which correspond to objects in the nearby environment. The focus of this paper is on using Monte Carlo methods for clustering range points into meaningful groups. One of the aims of the paper is to explore whether Simulated Annealing methods offer significant advantage over the basic Monte Carlo method for this class of problems. We compare three different approaches and present results of application of these algorithms to a helicopter flight sequence.
I. INTRODUCTION
For vehicle guidance and navigation it is always assumed that the position of all objects which are near the path of interest is available (see for example, [l] ). The position of the objects is given by the constructed model of the neighboring environment. The first step in the model building process is sensing the environment using a sensor. In the case of an electro-optic sensor this begins with the acquisition of a sequence of images of the outside world. The second step involves processing the images to extract the position of the various objects in the field-of-view of the sensor. For example, optical flow/motion algorithms are used for extracting range to several locations using a sequence of images. The third step is to aggregate (cluster) the range at discrete locations into groups which represent objects in the environment. In this paper, we will focus on the third step.
Recently, several algorithms for computing depth, using a sequence of images, have appeared in the litera- ture on computer vision [2, 3, 4, 5] . These algorithms are successful in determining depth to only a few locations in the image plane due to various ambiguities. Sparse depth map represents discrete locations (features) in the sensors field-of-view where depth information is available. The range map created by these algorithms may be processed further to establish relationships between nearby features based on some measure of distance. Once the range features are aggregated into groups, the range map may be partitioned to represent the objects in the nearby environment.
One of the ways of solving the clustering problem is to cast it as a discrete optimization problem which minimizes a cost function to partition the depth map into groups of features. Monte Carlo method and its various modified forms, also known as Simulated Annealing methods, may then be used to optimize the cost. In [6] , Simulated Annealing has been used for assigning features to a predefined number of image regions by minimizing the sum of within group variances. In unsupervised clustering neither the number of groups nor the memberships are known and therefore, as opposed to the approach taken in [6], we do not fix the number of groups but iteratively modify the structure by adding new groups and optimize the cost at each such step.
In the next section we discuss the Monte Carlo methods. In section I11 the flight image sequence is d e scribed. Subsequently, in section IV, the process of initial grouping is described. Section V describes the Simulated Annealing, modified Simulated Annealing and the Monte Carlo method for minimizing a cost function to achieve the optimal grouping. The results of application of these algorithms to a flight sequence are described in section VI. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section VII.
MONTE CARLO METHODS
Interest in the modified forms of the Monte Carlo method seems to have been stimulated by [7] . In [7] a modified form of the Monte Carlo method was proposed for investigating equilibrium properties of liquids. A later modification in [8] uses the algorithm of [7] with a decreasing temperature schedule. This algorithm is known as the Simulated Annealing algorithm. The temperature scheduling idea is motivated by the analogy to the annealing process in metals. The details of the algorithm are available in [9] . 0-7803-0720-8/92 $3.00 0 1 9 9 2 IEEE The algorithm in [7] was introduced to solve a specific type of problem where it made good sense. Since its introduction, the Simulated Annealing method has been proposed for solving many different kinds of minimization problems. One of the goals of this paper is to determine whether the Simulated Annealing methods offer significant advantages over the basic Monte Carlo method for partitioning the sparse depth map into objects. For the comparison we have applied the algorithms to range maps generated from a flight sequence.
In the next section we describe the data set.
DATA SET
The flight image sequence consists of 240 images which were acquired by a camera mounted under the rotorcraft nose and oriented roughly in the direction of the flight so that the designated obstacles could be observed [12] . The position of the camera and its orientation with respect to the rotorcraft were held constant throught the flight. The 45'h image is shown in fig. 1 and the 60th image in fig. 2 . The objects in the view of the imaging sensor are labeled as A, B, ..., H in fig. 1 where, A, B, C, D and E are trucks on the runway, F is the time stamp, G is the runway and H is the rotorcraft nose boom. The trucks A, B, C are arranged with A being closest to the camera and C being farthest with B in between. The truck D is between the trucks A and B and the truck E is between the trucks B and C. The method of depth computation consisted of feature tracking based on correlation followed by recursive depth estimation using an Extended Kalman Filter [2,5]. The ranging algorithm outputs a sparse depth map (displayed as white squares in fig. 2 ). The depth map consists of a list of features characterized by a " U " , "v" location in the image plane, an identification tag and computed depth. The U , v locations and depth are directly related to the x, y and z locations in the inertial frame via the inverse perspective projection equations, the camera-to-body and body-to-inertial transformation matrices. The identification tag identifies the feature through a series of images.
The depth map in fig. 2 is for those features which existed in at least 10 of the 15 depth maps processed, i.e., the presence of the same identification tag was checked in 15 depth maps and if it existed in 10 of them, it was selected. These depth maps correspond to the 45'h image through the 60th image. One of the advantages of doing this pre-processing is that new or unconverged features are eliminated. This results in a higher confidence depth map.
IV.

INITIAL GROUPING
The first step in the initial grouping process is the construction of a depth histogram with the number of features as a function of depth. A normalized histogram is then obtained by normalizing with the maximum frequency. For the flight sequence depth map shown in fig.  2 , the depth histogram is shown in fig. 3 . The interval size in this case was 20 feet.
The second step in this process is detection of the peaks of the histogram. A peak is defined as a maximum bounded on both sides (left and right) by minima such that the difference between the peak and the valleys exceeds a threshold, "peakiness" . The exact implementation of the peak detection algorithm is fairly elaborate and will not be discussed here. For the histogram in fig. 3 , the circles around the peaks in fig. 3 show the detected peaks. The peakiness value used was 0.1.
Next, we approximate the histogram as a sum of m gaussians. The approximation to the histogram is achieved by minimizing the sum of the squares of the error defined by eqn. (2). Here, k j is the scale factor, p, is the mean and u j is the standard deviation of jrh gaussian. At n depth locations, the depth is Si and the normalized frequency is ( i . For minimization, a MINPACK routine LMDIFl [13] is used. Based on the detected peaks, an initial estimate of the k j , p j and U , for each gaussian is provided to the minimization routine. The individual gaussians approximating the depth histogram (in fig. 3 ) are shown in Fig. Finally, the features are assigned to the groups represented by the gaussians. For this purpose, consider 2 gaussians next to each other. Inorder for them to intersect, the following relationship must hold:
4.
This simplifies to:
This equation may be solved to obtain the depth 6 at which the 2 gaussians intersect. The intersection depth marks the outer limit of gaussian 1 and inner limit of gaussian 2. By repeating this procedure inner and outer limits are determined for each gaussian. The minimum depth marks the inner limit for the 1" gaussian and the maximum depth marks the outer limit of the last gaussian. Each feature is allocated to one of the gaussians based on whether the depth corresponding to the feature lies within the inner and outer limits of that gaussian.
The resulting grouping is coded in a matrix, G where, the number of columns is equal to the number of groups and the identification tags of all features belonging to a particular group are stored in a single column. The number of members in each group is coded in a vector, N. This way each member of the group is accessable via the vector N and the matrix G.
In the next section we describe grouping based on the basic Monte Carlo method and its modified versions.
V. OPTIMAL GROUPING
Starting with the initial grouping described in the previous section the goal now is to reallocate the features to various groups such that a cost function is minimized. Several criterion functions for clustering are described in [14] . Out of these, we have chosen the cost function to be the ratio of the trace of the within group scatter matrix to the trace of the between groups scatter matrix:
Here, c is the number of groups, n i is the number of features in the ith group, mi is the mean of the features in the ith group, rn is the mean of all features, zj is the j t h feature in the ith group, SW is the within group scatter matrix, Se is the between groups scatter matrix and J is the objective function. The objective function, J, can be minimized using discrete optimization techniques. Minimizing J has the implication of decreasing the within cluster distance and increasing the between cluster distance.
We first describe the Simulated Annealing algorithm. Next, we describe the basic Monte Carlo method. Finally, we describe the modified Simulated Annealing -y (3) algorithm. The Simulated Annealing algorithm for refining the grouping may be summarized as follows:
1. Compute the cost, J , for the initial grouping using eq. (5) and initialize the temperature, T , to a large number.
2. While (T > p) execute the following steps else, exit the algorithm.
3. Set the iteration counter, Z = 1.
4.
Randomly select a feature, F , such that every feature has an equal probability of being selected.
5.
Randomly select a group, g, such that every group has an equal probability of being selected.
6. Check the grouping matrix, G , to see if F is already a member of g. If yes, go to step 10. If no, proceed to the next step.
7.
Remove F from its group and add it to the g _group. This results in a modifie! grouping matrix, G, and the membership vector N. 
11.
Reduce the temperature, T, by a factor 0 < a < 1; T = aT.
Go back to step 2.
Here, I , , , is the maximum number of iterations, E is a small number for checking relative convergence, a is the cooling schedule parameter and p is a small number used for exiting the algorithm. Convergence criteria in step 10 may also be based on absolute convergence, I AJ I< E . An additional criteria requiring that a certain small number of trails be made before going to step 11 is a useful one due to the fact that the same feature F and group g may be selected successively. It may be noted that the convergence and rate of convergence depend on the initial temperature, T , and the cooling schedule parameter, a. For the clustering problem of the type discussed in this paper, a high initial temperature T may cause the solution to diverge. This is due to the reason that at very high temperature, many configurations which increase the optimization cost will be permitted thereby, altering the group properties (for example, means) to an extent that it may no longer be possible to recover the structure. To ensure that most of the time AJ < 0, an appropriate initial temperature must be chosen. The cooling schedule parameter a is directly related to the number of iterations.
The basic Monte Carlo algorithm may be summarized as follows: 1) Compute the cost, J , for the initial grouping using eq. (5); 2) Set the iteration counter, Z = 1; 3) Randomly select a feature, F , such that every feature has an equal probability of being selected; 4) Randomly select a group, g, such that every group has an equal probability of being selected; 5) Check the grouping matrix, G, to see if F is already a member of g; If yes, go to step 9 else, proceed to the next step; 6) Remove F from its group and add it to t_he g group. This results in a mod-ified grouping matrix, G,-and the mem-!ership vector N; 7) Evaluate the cpst, J , for grouping G using eq. Note, inclusion of the cost, J in the function ezp(-AJ/( J x T ) ) . This has a similar effect as the temperature, T . For large J , configurations which increase the cost are permitted and as the cost decreases fewer cost increasing configurations are allowed. Some of these features are illustrated via examples given below. Figure 5 shows the optimization cost, for the flight image sequence, as a function of the number of iterations. The graphs with legends-MC, SA and MSA show the cost reduction achieved by the basic Monte Carlo, Simulated Annealing and the modified Simulated Annealing methods, respectively. In each case, the optimization was started with 5 groups shown in fig. 4 . For optimization, it was also ensured that the total number of random moves for the 3 algorithms was the same. The cost function (eq. 5) was computed via eq. (6) and eq. methods. Initially, both the Simulated Annealing methods allow cost increasing configurations and eventually converge to nearly the same cost. So far we have described three optimization methods for a fixed number of groups. These algorithms result in a grouping G which is optimal with respect to the cost J for the number of groups, c. The number of groups, c is determined by the initial grouping algorithm described in the previous section. We now describe a method for creating new groups and applying the optimization methods to achieve optimum number of groups and optimal group membership.
One of the ways of creating a new group which is away (not close to any particular group) from all the groups is to do the following: For each feature, compute the Euclidean distance to the mean of each group. Select the minumum distance. Once this is done for all the features, select the feature whose minimum distance to the groups is a maximum. The selected feature is the pivot for the new group. Features which are closest to this pivot feature are allocated to this group thus a new grouping matrix G and a membership vector N are created to reflect the new grouping.
The optimization methods may now be re-applied to the new grouping to result in an optimal grouping. It is hoped that by successively applying the optimization algorithm and the new group creation algorithm a stage will be reached where addition of a new group will not result in a significant decrease in the optimization cost. We will call the grouping at this stage to be optimal.
Starting with the initial grouping (with cost J = 0.5143) shown in fig. 5 , the optimization algorithms were applied to minimize the cost. Next, a new group was created by using the new group creation algorithm and the grouping was altered. The optimization methods were re-applied to this configuration. Results of iterative application of the optimization algorithms and new group creation algorithm are shown in fig. 6 . The symbol with It may be seen from fig. 6 that the basic Monte Carlo method reduces the cost faster than the Simulated Annealing methods and arrives at the optimal solution which partitions the 5 groups into 24 groups. In the next section we describe the optimal grouping results based on these methods.
VI. RESULTS
For initial grouping of the flight image sequence range features, depth histogram, shown in fig. 3 was approximated by 5 gaussians, shown in fig. 4 . Features were then allocated to the groups represented by the 5 gaussians. Next, optimization using the basic Monte Carlo method and new group creation were done iteratively to arrive at the optimal grouping. Groups with less than 3 features were removed. This resulted in 12 groups. The last 2 groups consist of features from the background so the 10 closest groups are shown in fig. 7 . Groups 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 are composed of features on the runway (G). The 6th group is mostly composed of features on the truck-A. Groups 8 and 9 contain features of the background and features on trucks-D and E, respectively. Finally, features on trucks-B and C belong to group. 10.
It may be seen from fig. 7 that some groups span across a large number of pixels in the image plane therefore, suitable cluster density measures (for example, see:
[IS]) may be used in the image plane to further refine the grouping. It is quite possible that the final result of the all the techniques namely-initial grouping, optimal grouping in the horizontal plane and re-grouping in the image plane, may result in an oversegmented depth map. From rotorcraft low altitude guidance point of view a reasonably oversegmented depth map may not pose a significant problem. An undersegmented depth map on the other hand may not be acceptable because in this case one would end up interpolating across various physical objects thus blocking potential openings.
VII. C O N C L U S I O N S
Starting with a depth map, computed by an optical flow method for a flight image sequence, a method based on fitting the sum of gaussians to the depth histogram was described to form the initial groups. Several feature grouping techniques based on the basic Monte Carlo method and its modified forms (Simulated Annealing methods) were then examined to refine this grouping based on separation in the horizontal inertial plane. For the example depth map, convergence characteristics and the optimization cost as a function of the number of groups were examined for the various methods. Additionally, it was shown that the basic Monte Carlo method converged faster and lowered the cost compared to the Simulated Annealing methods. Finally, the limitations of the resulting grouping are pointed out.
